PCC Quarterly Meeting Agenda
Via Zoom
Tuesday, July 29, 2020, 1:30-3:00 P.M.

I. Welcome and Introductions (5 minutes) (Ted Johnson)

II. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (45 minutes) Jada Bussey-Jones

  Diversity (easiest) leads to Equity which leads to Inclusion (hardest)
  Looking beyond the numbers to the themes. Data on racial composition and gender distribution in FPM and GIM. Optical and programmatic sense of diversity.
  Cultural “competence” vs. cultural humility
  Strategic plan roadshow – focus groups and then report back
  Train program directors, division directors, residency directors in DEI
  Form affinity groups
  Provide DD with report cards

III. Healthy Kitchen Collaborative (15 minutes) Sharon Bergquist

  Started 1997, Emory Lifestyle Medicine & Wellness
  “see 1, taste 1, make 1”
  Very successful.

IV. Program Updates
  a. PCP group – active again
  b. Grants, sponsorships, etc. paused for pandemic. Funding will open back up in Sept. for trainee grants.

IV. State of the PCC (Ted Johnson & LeShea Turner)

  We’ve been helped by general attention to primary care. Emory moved away from PCMH model, but still patient-centered, aging-friendly.
  Bonnie Proulx and Sonya Green – their positions and work has been institutionalized, moving their salaries off the PCC budget.

  What will continue? What will work best?

  There is a new strategic plan coming, planning sessions Fall 2020. Population health strategic plans must be included. Developing joint care model standardizing telemedicine, reinvigorating previsit planning with no MA.
  PCC can and should be collaborating on best practices.

VI. Meeting Wrap-up (5 minutes) (Ted Johnson)
  a. Next meeting October 28

Vision: Careers in primary care are viable, sustainable, and rewarding. Emory becomes a destination for training and working in primary care.

Mission: To promote a positive, diverse culture of collaboration and engagement that supports high value and quality patient-centered primary care, discovery and innovation.
**Goals:**
- To offer and sustain opportunities for excellence in clinical practice, scholarship, research, education, and leadership.
- To serve as a focal point for implementation and on-going integration of activities supporting primary care - across the departments, schools, health systems and communities.
- To support further growth of high-functioning, interdisciplinary, teams, and expand the pipeline of primary care leaders, clinicians, and researchers.
- To support learner focused initiatives.

**Activities:**
- Faculty Engagement, Promotion, Recruitment, and Retention
- Funding Support for Student Groups, Emory Primary Care Branding/Outreach (External and Internal Audiences), Individual Project Grants
- Cataloging and Promoting Emory’s Primary Care Activities/Projects/Efforts